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In a different area of a field of the real life, problem of accurate forecasting 
has acquired great importance that present the interesting serve which led to 
the best ways to achieve a goal. So, in this paper, we aimed to compare the 
accuracy of some statistical models such as Time Series and Deep Learning 
models, to forecasting the fertility rate in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the 
data source is the World Health Organization over the period of 1960 to 2019. 
The performances of models were evaluated by errors measures mean absolute 
percentage error.
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Introduction

Forecasting is defined as the one of inferential statistics methods, which aims to know 
what the magnitude of a phenomenon under the study over a period of time, based on data 
collected and recorded during a previous and successive time period [1, 2]. The importance of 
forecasting is due to its high role in various life activities, as economic policies [3, 4]. It should 
be noted that the important role of the prediction process stems from the accuracy of the predic-
tion results [5] that are mainly based on the correct construction of the model generated from 
these results, where its effectiveness is determined by achieving a set of satisfaction statisticians 
and pass a series of tests based on the reliability of the relationship [6].

This current study deals with the forecasting of the fertility rate in Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia (KSA), as fertility rate is one of the most important demographic factors that effect on 
the size and structure of the population.

Recently, many of the studies interested with forecasting using statistical and 
deep learning modeling for many economic, social and natural phenomena in general, 
and in particular in the field of demographic studies. The population forecasting using 
ANN is discussed in [7], that developed MLP with GDL to forecast Indian population with 
high sufficiency accurate. The hybrid model of ANN in [8] from ANN is applied under  
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ARIMA models to satisfy forecasting model with high accurate model than ANN. Under real 
data sets, the empirical results show that, the proposed model has present a suitable method 
satisfies accuracy forecasting achieved by ANN. The results presented by [7, 8] have shown that 
the neural network have a very high accuracy to predict time series data. For the join approach 
to time series forecasting proposed and applied by [9]. The two linear and non-linear models 
(ARIMA and ANN), respectively, are used jointly, with the goal of obtaining various forms for 
relationship for the time series data. This hybrid model derives its advantage from the unique 
power of ANN and ARIMA in non-linear and linear modeling. The merging methods can be 
effective in improving predictive efficiency in the case of complicated problems, done with 
linear and non-linear correlation structures. The performance of forecasting can be improved 
with effectively way under combination method. The empirical results with three real data 
sets clearly show that this hybrid model is able to out-perform each component model used as 
a single. More advantage of DWT method discussed by [10] which proposed a new method 
of forecasting by detach a time series data set into non-linear and linear components through 
DWT. The applications of time series model are fitting for forecast the TFR in Malaysia by [11]. 
The ARIMA models and AR models are considered and the forecasting performance of these 
models is evaluated by using post sample forecasting accuracy criterion. It is found that the AR 
model appeared to be the most appropriate model for forecasting the TFR in Malaysia.

The results given by [12] show that some methods to forecast TFR of India through 
an approximate Bayes analysis using ARIMA model. The congruent results based on classi-
cal pattern are also obtained especially using maximum likelihood estimators [13]. For the 
problem of forecasting age-specific mortality, the multilevel functional data method has pres-
ent very efficacious method for two or more people in advanced countries that has very good 
vital registration systems. To determine the population-specific residual trend and common 
trend amongst populations. Also, the multilevel functional principal component is used in the 
analysis of aggregate and population specific data. An R-package fore mortality smooth us-
ing P-splines discussed and developed by [14]. Mortality smooth package present two prime 
functions used to fit data for one or 2-D setting. The P-splines are the method that useful 
for smoothing mortality trends also this methodology is useful for analyzing the mortality 
distribution of the age and time. Provides an overview of the design, aims, and principles of 
Mortality Smooth, as well as strategies for applying it and extending its use. The package 
mortality smooth considered as a framework for smoothing count data in both two and 1-D 
settings. The total number of the deaths over the specified age and year interval is supposed 
to be distributed as Poisson-distribution, and P-splines and generalized linear array models 
they are employed as a convenient regression methodology. The main topic of the main deep 
learning techniques presented by [15], and any time series application, analysis and summa-
rized of data. The results illustrate that it’s clear that deep learning has a lot to contribute to 
the field. Also, it has used three time series data for prediction [16]. In this sense the statistical 
inference based on Fisher information matrix has different applications in quantum physics 
and information theory [17-19]. The estimation and predication models have various applica-
tions to real data and Statistical distributions [20-25]

Many linear and non-linear models have been developed for these time series pre-
diction. The approach in this work is to comprise a robust predictive model for next day ahead 
prediction. Comparative had been study of traditional artificial neural network: EBPN and deep 
neural network: RNN and LSTM for financial time series prediction. It had been observed that 
seep neural network was outperforming the traditional neural network EBPN. The performanc-
es of models are measured by error measures: MAPE and RMSE.
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Methodology

The ARIMA time series 

ARIMA Model Building Steps, fig. 1:
Some notation applied in ARIMA

 – with p autocorrelation ordered: AR(p), 
 – with d difference: I(d), and 
 – with q moving average ordered: MA(q). 

The AR Processing: ARIMA with  
(P, 0, 0):

1 1 2 2    t t t p t p tz z z zθ φ φ φ ε− − −= + + +…+ + (1)

where εt , ϕ......ϕp results in different time series patterns.
The MA Processing: ARIMA with (0, 0, q):

1 1 2 2   t t t t q t qz ε θ θε ε εθ− − −= + + +…+ (2)

Integrated process: ARIMA with (0, 1, 0):
 t t t t t t tz z z z zε ε− == + → − = →∇ (3)

The ARIMA (p, 0, q):
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2     ...   t t t p t p t t q t qz z z zφ φ φ θ εε ε θ ε θ− − − − − −= + +…+ + + + + (4)

Smoothing with single exponential

For forecasting data, this method is more suitable under no seasonal pattern or clear 
trend [26]. The component form of simple exponential smoothing is given:

Forecast equation   t
hz t
t

+ =  (5)

( )Smoothing equation  1 1t zt tα α= + − −  (6)
where 𝓁t is the smoothed value of the series at time t.

Neural network model

The ANN are discussed with forecasting 
methods that are constructed on straightforward 
mathematical models of the brain [27]. The ANN 
described as a network of neurons, which are or-
ganized in layers. The inputs or predictors are the 
from the lower layer, then the outputs from upper 
layer (the forecasts). There may be also amidst 
layers which contained hidden neurons. Relative 
to the evolution of the multi-layer concept ANN 
are being chosen as a tool for performing the pre-
diction [28]. When we add amidst layers with 
hidden neuron, the neural network will become 
non-linear see fig. 2. 

Figure 1. Steps of ARIMA building model
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The forecasts will be obtained from a linear combination of the inputs are modified 
with a non-linear function for example sigmoid:

( ) ( )
1  

1 exp
s z

z
=

+ − (7)

If the second layer is given as input, which reducing the effects of extreme input 
values, and prepared the network to be somewhat worthiness to outliers with time series data. 
Then, we used lagged values of the time as inputs to a neural network, which similer to lagged 
values in a linear auto regression model which denoted by neural network AR. 

Data analysis

In this paper the modes evaluation is 
based on the data of FR on sixty years histori-
cal demographic time series data using differ-
ent models. Figure 3 shows the plot time series 
of fertility rate in the period of 1960-2019 in 
KSA, as shown the FR declined deeply.

The ARIMA time series model is used 
for forecasting FR. In this study the best fitting 
ARIMA model for KSA FR data is identified as 
ARIMA (0,3,5). The predicted ARIMA model 

gives a good fit to FR of KSA data and shows good performance therefore, improvements in the 
ARIMA model is needed to obtain better predictions for FR of KSA data

The ARIMA model: Fertility rate

In tab. 1 we present a modified Box-Pierce (Ljung-Box).

Table 1. Model statistics

Model Number of 
predictors

Model Fit statistics Ljung-Box Q(18)
Stationary R-squared MAPE MAE Statistics DF Sig.

Fertility rate, total (births 
per woman)-Model_1 1 0.715 0.04 0.002 18.882 13 0.127

As shown from tab. 2 the forecasts from 
period 60 their 95% confidence limits, fig. 4.

Single exponential smoothing for fertility rate

On the following the plot for smoothing 
show the fits is closely follow the data, which sat-
isfies the degree of fitting with this model, fig. 5.

From the aforementioned tabs. 3-5, we 
note the stability of fertility rate.

Multilayer perceptron

Randomly assign cases based on relative 
numbers of cases has been partitioned in is 75 %  
training and the testing is 25 % to obtain the model.  

Figure 3. Time series plot of FR

Time series plot of fertility rate, total (births per woman)
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Time series plot for fertility rate, total (births per woman)
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Figure 4. Time Series plot of FR with forecasts 
from period 60 and their 95% confidence 
limits single exponential smoothing for 
fertility rate
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The activation function is hyperbolic tangent 
and the number of hidden layers, one the ac-
tivation function for the output is sigmoid. As 
shown from the model summary, tab. 5. The rel-
ative error allmost is zero for both training and 
testing which is show high accuracy to predicted 
fertility rate, total (births per woman), fig. 6.

The tab. 6 illustrates the accuracy of each 
model. 

Conclusion

This paper concerned with applying time 
series model in doing fertility rate forecasting, 
compared the accuracy of the ARIMA, SES, 
and MLP. We used the MAPE to measure the 
accuracy of the model. It is average of the ab-
solute value of percentages error of the fore-
casting, the lower its value, the more accurate 
model. The results of this paper show that the 
MLP is more accurate with MAPE value 2% 
compared to ARIMA and SES. 

 95% limits
Period Forecast Lower Upper
2020 2.25447 2.24914 2.25980
2021 2.24373 2.22463 2.26283
2022 2.24837 2.20274 2.29400
2023 2.26957 2.18133 2.35781
2024 2.30463 2.15569 2.45357

Table 3. Forecasts
Period Forecast Lower Upper
2020 2.26462 2.15542 2.37382
2021 2.26462 2.15542 2.37382
2022 2.26462 2.15542 2.37382
2023 2.26462 2.15542 2.37382
2024 2.26462 2.15542 2.37382

Table 4. The summary of the case processing
 N Percent

Valid 60 100.0%
Total 60  

Excluded 0  

Sample
Training 45 75.0%
Testing 15 25.0%

Table 5. Model summary

Training

Sum (SE) 0.014
(RE) 0.004

Stopping (RU)
1 consecutive 
step(s) with no 

decrease in errors
Training Time 0:00:00.02

Testing
Sum (SE) 0.002

(RE) 0.003
Dependent Variable: Fertility rate, total (births per woman)
a. Error computations are based on the testing sample

Table 6. The accuracy of each model
MAPE 

ARIMA 0. 040
Single exponential smoothing 1.01578

MLP 0.024878

Figure 5. The plot for smoothing of FR with 
forecasts and their 95% confidence limits
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Smoothing plot for fertility rate, total (births per woman)
Single exponential method
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Figure 6. Predicted value for fertility rate
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Nomenclature
AR  – autoregressive 
ARIMA – auto-regressive integrated moving 

average
DWT  – discrete wavelet transform
EBPN  – error back propagation network
FR  – fertility rate
GDL  – generalized delta learning

LSTM  – long short-term memory
MA  – moving average
MAPE – mean absolute percentage error
RMSE  – root mean square error
RNN   – recurrent neural network
SES  – single exponential smoothing
TFR   – total fertility rate
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